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We recently introduced a molecular thermodynam
theory1 for bulk water, which has been extended2 to study
films confined between planar surfaces. Giaya a
Thompson3 have investigated some of its predictions
25 °C. They make several observations and suggest a s
egy for extending the theory to allow molecules to parti
pate in multiple hydrogen bonds~h-bonds!. However, their
treatment does not explicitly account for the orientatio
degrees of freedom of the molecules. We explain why t
prevents the theory from capturing the thermodynam
anomalies that distinguish water from simpler liquids. W
also clarify some of their observations concerning the th
ries of Refs. 1 and 2.

The theory presented in Ref. 1 can qualitatively pred
many of water’s distinctive thermodynamic properties,
cluding its anomalous temperature dependencies of den
r, isothermal compressibilitykT , and isobaric heat capacit
cP . Understanding why the theory can predict the dens
maximum is of particular importance because of its therm
dynamic connection to water’s other unusual properties4,5

The key is that it incorporates, in a schematic way, two i
portant features of h-bonding in water: h-bonds~1! restrict
the orientations of participating molecules~lowering the en-
tropy s! and ~2! favor low coordination numbers~lowering
the density r!. Thus, as in liquid water,6 the extent of
h-bonding in the theory depends on temperatureT: energy
favors the formation of h-bonds at lowT, but entropy op-
poses their formation at highT. Cooling the ‘‘cold’’ liquid
creates open h-bonded structures, while cooling the ‘‘war
liquid creates denser, nonbonded molecular arrangem
The density maximum at 1 bar occurs atT54 °C where
these competing tendencies balance.

A limitation of our theory, explicitly acknowledged in
the title of Ref. 1, is that only one h-bond per molecule c
be formed. However, by accounting in an approximate m
ner for h-bond cooperativity through the above-mention
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positive correlation betweenr ands, the theory is neverthe
less able to capture many of water’s distinctive thermo
namic anomalies.

Giaya and Thompson3 have proposed to improve th
h-bonding interactions presented in Ref. 1. This is an imp
tant challenge that seems necessary for advancement to
a comprehensive theory of water. In particular, they prop
to allow molecules to form four h-bonds with their neig
bors. However, their treatment does not explicitly acco
for water’s orientational degrees of freedom. Hence, the
tropic penalty that should arise from the orientational co
straints of bonding is absent. Their Helmoltz free energy~see
Eq. ~19! of Ref. 3! can be expressed asf (T,v)5 f vdW(T,v)
1 f HB(v), where f vdW(T,v) is the van der Waals contribu
tion, f HB(v) is the h-bonding contribution, andv is the molar
volume. Note thatT does not influence the h-bonding ter
f HB(v). As a result, h-bonding does not affect the entro
s(T,v)52(] f /]T)v5svdW(T,v). In Ref. 1, we show that
models that have this form cannot predict water’s dens
anomalies. While Giaya and Thompson acknowledge t
they ignore theT-dependence of h-bonds, the above-giv
simple analysis shows the consequences of this omiss
Thus, although we agree that improving the h-bonding in
actions of Refs. 1 and 2 is an important goal, the strat
suggested by Giaya and Thompson produces a theory
cannot describe, even qualitatively, many of water’s disti
tive thermodynamic properties.

Giaya and Thompson also offer observations about
theories of Refs. 1 and 2, several of which we clarify in t
following. Their first observation is that the h-bonds do n
affect the vapor–liquid coexistence curve. The second ob
vation is that the h-bonding contribution to the free energy
not sensitive to densityr. Although these observations ar
valid at highT, they do not apply at lowT, as explained in
the following.

H-bonding impacts the vapor–liquid coexistence cur
2 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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This can be seen by comparing the phase diagram of
theory~Fig. 5 in Ref. 2! to that of the model with its h-bond
‘‘turned off,’’ i.e., the confined van der Waals fluid~e.g., Fig.
2 in Ref. 7!. Specifically, h-bonds cause the density of t
liquid branch to exhibit a maximum as a function ofT ~i.e.,
creating a ‘‘nose’’ in theP–T plane!. This prediction, al-
though exaggerated in its magnitude, is in qualitative agr
ment with water’s phase diagram. Moreover, the h-bond
contribution to the Helmholtz free energyf can be sensitive
to changes in densityr. The experimentally accessible qua
tity that describes the relationship betweenf and r is the
pressureP5r2@] f /]r#T . In Fig. 1, we plot the contributions
of vdW attractions and h-bonds toP. We see that h-bonds ar
important at lowT, but that their contribution decreases a
preciably asT is increased.

Although the two observations of Giaya and Thomps
do not apply for arbitraryT, they are valid atT525 °C, a
temperature where one would expect h-bonds to have a m
significant effect. Thus, they have identified an importa
shortcoming of the theory as it is presented in Refs. 1 an
the h-bonding interactions attenuate too rapidly withT @this
is also evidenced by Fig. 3~c! of Ref. 1#. Nevertheless, the
theory captures qualitatively manythermodynamic conse
quences of hydrogen-bondingin the stable liquid range, in
cluding maxima inr ~Fig. 7 of Ref. 3! and minima inkT and
cP ~Fig. 7 of Ref. 2!. Moreover, its parameters were chos
to capture qualitatively water’s anomalies and its glo
phase diagram, not to accurately reproduce water’s equa
of state at 25 °C. We do not know how well Giaya a
Thompson’s modified version will describe water’s equat
of state or other measurable properties, since they do
present comparisons in Ref. 1 with the available experim
tal data.

Finally, Giaya and Thompson use the theory of Ref. 2
consider the stability of a water film confined between t
hydrophobic plates of areaA separated by pore widthL. The
thermodynamically stable pore phase is the one that m
mizes the grand potentialV52PiAL, wherePi is the trans-
verse component of the pressure tensor. Following Ref
they construct a plot of the excess grand potential per a

FIG. 1. H-bonding~solid lines! and vdW dispersion~dashed line! contribu-
tions to pressureP vs densityr for the model of Ref. 1. The parameters a
those that give rise to the two-critical-point scenario~Ref. 1!. The dispersion
contribution does not depend on temperatureT. The h-bonding contribution
is shown forT550, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 K.
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DVS /A52(Pi2P)L versus pore widthL, whereP is the
pressure of the bulk phase that imposes its temperatureT and
chemical potentialm on the pore phase. They show calcul
tions and present arguments that incorrectly indicate
DVS /A→0 at very large pore widths (L'105 nm).

For largeL, the effect of confinement is to create tw
fluid–wall interfaces of areaA, the free energy cost of which
is 2g fwA, whereg fw is the effective fluid–wall surface ten
sion. Thus, the quantityDVS /A does not decay to zero
rather it approaches the well-known asymptoteDVS /A
→2g fw . This asymptote can be derived analytically8 and we
show in Fig. 2 that it is in fact generated by the theory
Ref. 2. Our predicted fluid–wall surface tensiong fw

575 mJ/m2 is close to water’s experimental vapor–liqu
surface tensiongvl572 mJ/m2 at 25 °C, a prediction that wa
anticipated earlier by Stillinger.9

The calculation of Giaya and Thompson does not rep
duce this behavior, and we can only assume that it is
artifact of their numerical solution. In fact, they claim th
the theory of Ref. 2 is prone to precision errors. We have
found that it poses unusual numerical problems. Note t
determiningPi does require the simultaneous solution
nonlinear algebraic equations. However, the methods
quired for solving such equations are relatively standard
are analogous to those used to calculate the liquid–va
coexistence curves of other simple analytical models for
ids.
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FIG. 2. The excess grand potential per unit areaDVs /A vs pore width for
the liquid ~solid line! and the vapor~dashed line! films between two hard
walls. The bulk phase is at temperatureT525 °C and pressureP528.4 bar.
A more detailed plot appears in Fig. 8 of Ref. 2.g fw is the effective surface
tension between the fluid and a hard wall.
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